DC-2011

Government Workshop
Agenda

- Introductions
- Governance of the DC-Government community
- 6 Lightning presentations and discussion on vocabularies
- Future charter and group activity
- Closing
Introductions

- Name: I am Hans Overbeek
- Country: The Netherlands
- Organisation: Dutch Government
- Role: Product manager for the Overheid.nl Web Metadata Standard
Governance of the DC-Government community

- John Roberts (NZ) is co-chair
- Palle Aagaard (DK) is stepping down
- Hans Overbeek (NL) is candidate co-chair
- No other candidates
- The community decides
Lightning talks

- Marie-Claude Côté (remote from Canada)
  The Government of Canada Open Data Portal (ODP)
- Zahra Aljunied - National Library Board of Singapore
  using DC to create metadata records for their official corporate records
- Ton Zijlstra – EPSI
  Re-use of Public Sector Information
- Stijn Goedertier and Makx Dekkers – SEMIC
  The role of communities like DC and W3C in interoperability between governments
- Johannes Keizer – FAO
  Yesterday's Special Session on Vocabulary Management
- Hans Overbeek - The Netherlands
  The law as a taxonomy
Current charter:

The DC-Government community is a forum for individuals and organizations involved in implementing Dublin Core metadata in a context of government agencies and International Governmental Organizations (IGO's), with the objective to promote the application of Dublin Core metadata in that context.